Annual reports
Quality-assured expertise and experience in producing
effective annual reports, now and into the future

Key Features
DG3’s experience in this highly
specialised market adds both value
and comfort to this most important of
shareholder communications.
Providing attention to detail, in a time
critical environment, our team can
handle every aspect of your reporting
lifecycle.
With the evolving landscape of Annual
Report communication, DG3 are well
placed to accommodate your ongoing investor communication needs
in all media.

All your investor communications
needs provided by one company –
creative, print, new media, fulfilment
and delivery
Litho or on-demand digital printing
with QMP accredited fulfilment and
mailing
IS0 9001 and 14001 quality and
environmental standards – a prerequisite
Expert composition teams to ensure
transposition accuracy and prompt
proof-stage turnaround
i-version, an innovative, fast and
accurate way to create online
interactive versions of your printed
documents
Industry leading security management
with full mirrored disaster recovery
A global service in all major financial
centres for multi-listed companies

Benefits
One central contact for the whole
lifecycle project management
Outstanding consultancy bringing
knowledge and understanding of the
key issues
Internationally recognised quality
standards assure comfort and peace
of mind
Innovative, technology-driven products
extend the reach and futureproof your
investor communications
Internal print and mailing facilities
ensure best practice requirements are
met and surpassed
Thought-leadership and industry
insights provided for companies of
all sizes, from AIM-listed to FTSE and
Fortune 100
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Redstone plc
Annual Report
Year ended 31 March 2006

stratex international plc
Victory Corporation Plc
Annual Report and Accounts 2005/2006

A Case In Point
Britain’s largest tile and wood flooring specialist came to DG3 with
a design brief that had to consider the new IFRS requirements.
Historically, we have designed their Annual Report in a square
format, synonymous with the market they operated in and a clear
brand identifier for the company.
Our challenge was to provide a solution to echo the ‘tile’ shape, but
to accommodate the increased disclosure requirement.

annual report 2006

DG3 Group Services
DG3 is a leading global provider of global print and
communications services with locations across four world
regions and a world-class team of over 700 associates.
We believe in making a difference and we do this with some of
the world’s largest and most discerning organisations every day,
delivering superior integrated communications solutions.
Our services include:
Creative and marketing services

Our solution was to produce a ‘stepped’ Annual Report, allowing
for the front reporting section to maintain the square layout with the
accounts section increasing to full A4 – wiro-bound into an A4 outer
cover.
The result, the impact of the additional accounting information was
reduced dramatically, achieving a stand-out design. All within time
and budgetary parameters.

Typesetting, document composition and regulatory filing
Desktop, graphics and print outsourcing
In-house litho and advanced digital printing
Print binding and finishing services
Mailing, fulfilment and distribution
Document Process Outsourcing services

“Having worked with this team over a number of years, I can say
without question that their ability to create stunning Annual Reports
to our exacting requirements is second to none.
Through being pro-active they are able to control our project
smoothly, by pre-empting the timetable pressure points they ensure
the final Annual Report is delivered on time, to a high standard and
on budget.

printing &
communications
excellence

I would have no hesitation in recommending them.”
Andrew Liggett
Finance Director.
Topps Tiles plc

Unit C3, Enterprise Business Park, 2 Millharbour, Docklands,
London, E14 9TE, United Kingdom
T +44 (0)20 7531 0592
www.dg3.com
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